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EVERY Metropolitan City Area in the United States
DOES THIS DISEASE SPREADING WASTE DISPOSAL PRACTICE
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What in all of “Blue-Blazes” is Bio-Sludge, what in the world could something called this 
have to do with me, and where’s the fire, for crying out loud?

“Bio-Waste Recycling” is a HORRIFIC agenda being deployed in areas where population 
ratios per square mile are higher than “conventional” (read:CHEAP) methods of toxin 
removal are “cost-prohibitive” and, consequently as the result of this mentality of profit 
above safety, executing this process in those areas, (LARGER CITIES, even MEDIUM 
CITIES) as a matter of course these days, now being, more or less, “standard accepted 
procedure.”

The PRODUCT of this “technique” is VERY LITTLE DISCUSSED......

Here is why.....

“Bio-Waste Recycling” is a fancy sounding, flowery term for a process that FIRST begins 
by CONCENTRATING all of the COMBINED raw sewage waste from (insert city name) 
and, essentially, much like Tomato Paste, is thus, “concentrated” and ready for the next 
phase.  Now, that process alone isn’t as technical in description as is in chemistry, but 
the first step yields a type of material with a similar viscosity.  Mind you, this is RAW 
SEWAGE, NOW CONCENTRATED....

Second step:  DEHYDRADATION!  

Yes, you saw that correctly, the next step (to REDUCE SHIPPING COST AGAIN) is then, 
after concentrating the stuff in sewage; you know, stuff like diseases, bacteria, viruses, 
drugs, toxics of ALL kinds, pesticides and the list goes on ad nauseum.

(Who can forget Erin Brokovich, if SOME of you have never heard of her, look her up!) 
ALL of us and is most assuredly, one of the REAL “Major-Players” in the cause of all of 
the “Mysterious Breakthrough” Epidemic now spreading around the entire WORLD!

What is “Bio-Recycling” all about?

This is where entire CITIES, both large and small deliberately accumulate and concentrate 
ALL the toxins from both HUMAN waste AND corporate released toxins into the sewer 
systems of their respective municipalities.

No one has ANY IDEA what THIS CHEMICAL REACTION with potential farm 
chemicals could be!

In addition to CANCER causing viruses, such as SB-40, EVERY OTHER VIRUS 
accumulated and concentrated from ENTIRE CITIES are likewise present!
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As this sludge is dispersed, a significan portion of it is consumed by birds alone. These 
birds are now operating as WEAPONIZED VECTORS! They then fly around, as that 
is what birds DO; They soaring over dozens of miles, including over the cities near 
there natural environment. As they do this, naturally ANOTHER thing birds do in the 
mundane day-to-day activities of their life!

They POOP!

The “food” or product these birds are eating are either in a flaked, or powederized form 
of the primary finished vile result and then this concentrated extraction eerily congeals 
into an incredibly thick material, somewhere between tar and thick molasses. 

This material is known as “Bio-Sludge” and then this supercharged BIO-ENGINEERED 
toxic sludge is then PURPOSEFULLY transported OUT of those respective 
municipalities and then DELIBERATELY dispersed or buried in all of the surrounding 
countrysides and rural areas outside of those cities.

Yes, the very areas where TWO things converge simultaneously. The area where both 
wildlife still have major foothold AND the exact same locations where our FOOD is 
grown!

There are DOZENS, if not HUNDREDS of catastrophic horrors being unleashed from 
this agenda.

THIS research will ONLY address the VERY REAL POTENTIAL FOR EXPOSURE TO 
THE EPIDEMIC.

Look anywhere in cities and bird excrement is easily found. Much of it now is virulent! 
As this material loses the natural water content, it crumbles into microscopic dust on the 
surface of the offending mass. This dust is then picked up by WIND...

The now AIRBORNE BIO-WEAPON has been successfully DEPLOYED!

Yes.....

This is an organized and systemic attack. “Bio-Tech” is now doing what any “Bio-TER-
RORIST” could never conceivably be capable of!
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This “Pandemic” issue is just ONE SINGLE PROBLEM, a literal SMORGASBORD is         
One might ask...

Who is RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS?
  
Whose do we need to be delivered to the bar of JUSTICE BECAUSE of this?

In the United States.. It was Bill Clinton, (see othe research projects) who, much like 
Nancy Pelosi told us we had to “Pass the bill, in order to see what’s in it.”
and, in like fashion, though not quite as brazen, had this legislation summarily

PUSHED THROUGH CONGRESS AND RAMMED DOWN OUR THROATS!

Not an accident...

Highest Regards and Much Love,
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